
Materials: Paper, recycled packaging or anything scrap.
Starter - Before starting your drawing task ask the children to do some drawing
exercises, for a warm up. Draw spirals, draw without looking at the paper, draw to
the rhythm of music. Be playful!! Have fun with this, its your 'doodle warm up.' Talk
to the children about the topic. What kind of things could they investigate if their
topic is spring? What do they like to do in spring? 

Tools: Markmaking tools, pens, pencils, oil /chalk pastels, charcoal, inks and nibs
but also none traditional markmaking tools like cocktail sticks garden sticks..
Artist links.  Angie Lewin - https://vimeo/80666652
Resources::  This amazing resource about British wildlife from the National
History Museum https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/british-wildlife.html             

Topic : Spring 
Activity : Drawing from observation

Make a 'viewfinder.'
It will help you
notice the detail.
This is about drawing what you
can actually see, rather than from
imagination. 



Career Link: Scientist / Artist  -Illustrator, printmaker, textile designer, engraver.

Vocabulary: art, colour, draw, pick, idea, sketch, look, line, shape, plant,  stone, ink.,
modern, drawing,  chalk, pastels, symmetry, ordinary,, feather., flowers, grasses,
nature., printmaker, palette, exhibition, observation, interlocking, asymmetry,
dimension, illustration, native (plants), collaborative, seed head, engraving..

Differentiations: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini
discussion, where pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each
others work. They will get ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend
their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars' self evaluation tool to decide which creative
habit has been used today.

If you can go outside to find some natural materials that are found. Be an
explorer.
Use print outs, pictures of the children's suggestions of what things they
associate with spring.
Talk about looking at the detail, recording what is really there. Half the skill of
great drawing is good LOOKING skills!!

Get started by .....


